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APPLICATIONS

▪ Retail, Shopping Malls

▪ Hospitality, Hotels, Restaurants

▪ Education, House of Worship

▪ Museums, Exhibits, Theme Parks

▪ Convention Centers, Event Spaces

PORTABLE POP UP DIGITAL POSTER
Self-contained indoor display that comes with a 

base stand and wheels. Can be interlinked and 

combined (up to 6 units) to create a larger display 

for unique situations and special events.

VERSATILE BRIGHTNESS
Provides normal and highlight brightness modes. 

Highlight mode achieves a brightness level of up to 

6000cd/㎡. This ensures visibility in any lighting 

condition, making it the perfect pop up display for a 

wide array of applications.

CONNECTIVITY & MANAGEMENT
Equipped with built-in WiFi, providing real-time and 

cluster management. Enables you to manage 

multiple units simultaneously and effortlessly. 

THIN PORTABLE DESIGN
Ultra-thin and portable, this design makes it easy to 

move to different locations with the included casters. 

The sleek, bezel-less screen provides an infinity feel, 

delivering an incredibly immersive viewing 

experience. 

FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATION
With the ability to link multiple posters together (up 

to 6 units), you can create a larger, cohesive wall 

display. This flexibility allows you to customize your 

signage to fit the needs of any space. The cabinet 

size of each unit is 600x1687.5mm.

http://www.pensarled.com/
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SPECIFICATIONS

REMARKS
Power consumption tolerance: ±15%, according 

to the actual situation. Pensar LED LLC, reserves 

the right to modify specifications and 

parameters without further notice. 

Description

Pixel Pitch (mm) 1.25 1.56 1.87 2.5

LED Type COB (Chip On-Board) SMD 3-in-1 with GOB

Panel Size (mm) 600x1687.5x30

Panel Size (inch) 22.44x75.6.x1.3

Resolution 480x1350 384x1080 320x900 240x640

Weight (lbs.) 70.8 without base

Brightness (nits) 1,000-1,200 800-1,000

Color Temperature 2,500K-10,000K adjustable

Refresh Rate 3840Hz

Viewing Angle 160Hx160V 140Hx140V

Contrast 15,000:1 6,000:1

Operating Voltage 90-264 AC

Power Average/Max (watt) 190 avg, 410 max 225 avg, 450 max

Operating System Windows/iOS/Android

Video Signal Extension Options HDMI/USB/Wi-Fi

Installation Floor/Wall/Hang

http://www.pensarled.com/
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